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0A Note on Generation, Estimation andPrediction of Stationary ProcessesMichael A. Hauser1, WolfgangH�ormann1, Robert M. Kunst2 and J�org Lenneis11University of Economics and Business Administration,Department of Statistics, Vienna2Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna.is published in:Dutter, R. and Grossman, W.(eds.) (1994):COMPSTAT 1994, Proceedings in Computational Statistics,Physica-Verlag, Heidelbergpp. 323-328Unfortunately there is an error in the printed version in equation (9).The followingThe variance of the linear predictor is, however,V[Y� jYT ] = L��H�L0�� (9)with HT+� = � HT 00 H� �.should be read asThe variance of the linear predictor is, however,V[Y� jYT ] = L��H�jYTL0�� (9)with HT+� = � HT 00 H� � and H�jYT = E[H� jYT ]:The enclosed copy is corrected for that error.



A Note on Generation, Estimation and Pre-diction of Stationary ProcessesMichael A. Hauser1, WolfgangH�ormann1, Robert M. Kunst2 and J�org Lenneis11University of Economics and Business Administration,Department of Statistics, Vienna2Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna.Keywords. Cholesky decomposition, Toeplitz matrices, fractional integra-tion1 IntroductionSome recently discussed stationary processes like fractionally integrated pro-cesses cannot be described by low order autoregressive or moving average(ARMA) models rendering the common algorithms for generation estimationand prediction partly very misleading [cf. Hosking(1981,1984), Sowell(1992),Ray(1993)]. We o�er an uni�ed approach based on the Cholesky decompo-sition of the covariance matrix which makes these problems exactly solvablein an e�cient way.Our starting point are stationary processes with a Wold representation ofthe form yt � � = 1Xi=0  i�t�i; (1)where �t is uncorrelated noise with mean zero. The  i are quadratic summableand the (unconditional) variance of the noise, �2� , is greater than zero. Weassume for simplicity of the presentation that � = 0. YT denotes the vector(y1; . . . ; yT )0 and ET = (�1; . . . ; �T )0. The covariance matrix of YT , �T , ispositive de�nite, symmetric and Toeplitz, and thus persymmetric. It may byfactorized according to the Cholesky decomposition.�T = LTL0T : (2)LT is a lower triangular matrix.One possibility for the generation of a sample of length T of a given processwhich possesses exactly the same covariance structure is to use the relationYT = LTET : (3)Under the assumption of normal distributed noise estimation may be per-formed by maximizing the Gaussian likelihoodf(YT ;�;�T ) = (2�)�T=2j�T j�1=2 exp[�(YT � �)0��1T (YT � �)=2]: (4)



324For ARMA models there exist computationally simpler presentations of thelikelihood. For fractionally integrated models, however, this is the only knownexact form [Li and McLeod(1986) or Sowell(1992)].The implicit noise vector may be obtained byET = L�1T YT : (5)The linear prediction for one step to � steps ahead may simply be per-formed by extending the above equation to T + � and replacing the futurenoises by their expectation which is zero. This isYT+� = � YTY� � = LT+�ET+� = � LT 0L�T L�� � � ETE� � andE[Y� jYT ] = � L�T L�� � � ET0 � = L�TET : (6)The variance of the linear forecast Y� given YT ; ET respectively, is given bymeans of the covariance matrix �T+� , with �T+� = LT+�L0T+� ,V[Y� jYT ] = E[(Y� � E[Y� jYT ])(Y� � E[Y� jYT ])0jYT ] = L��L0�� : (7)If the innovations are conditional heteroscedastic and Gaussian - i.e. �tare uncorrelated and normal with non-constant variances, which depend onthe past - the process likelihood is given by (4) by replacing the covariancematrix �T by a process dependent covariance matrix [see Hauser and Kunst(1993)] �T = LTHTL0T (8)where HT is diagonal and contains the conditional variances of the normalized�t. In case of homoscedasticity the HT matrix reduces to IT .Generation and linear prediction is analogous to the homoscedastic case oncethe heteroscedastic innovations are given. The variance of the linear predictoris, however, V[Y� jYT ] = L��H�jYTL0�� (9)with HT+� = � HT 00 H� � and H�jYT = E[H� jYT ]:The numerical problems addressed above can be summarized as follows:Generation and prediction require the calculation of the Cholesky factor,the inverse of the Cholesky factor, and the repeated multiplication of theCholesky factor with an arbitrary vector. Estimation, i.e. the inversion of thecovariance matrix, may be implemented by factorizing ��1T in a MDM 0, Ma lower triangular matrix with ones in the diagonal,D a diagonal matrix, viathe Levinson algorithm. The determinant of the covariance matrix is thenequal jDj. The calculation of the variance of the predictor may be obtained



325by calculating only the lower right � � � part of the Cholesky matrix.How the necessary operations can be performed in an e�cient way is discussedbelow.2 The multiplication of the Cholesky factor with an ar-bitrary vectorNotation and some properties of Toeplitz matrices:�T+1 = � �T �01T�1T �11 � ; LT+1 = � LT 0L1T L11 � ; RT+1 = � RT Er(Er)0 1 �E is a square matrix with ones in the secondary diagonal and zeros else. Itholds that EE = I; E�1 = E. RT is the correlation matrix, �T = �2yRT . It issymmetric and Toeplitz, so that ERTE = RT and ERT = RTE holds. R�1Tis also symmetric and persymmetric.Lemma 1: [Brockwell and Davis(1991, p.168)]The best linear 1-step ahead predictor of ŷT+1 of yT+1 in terms of YT andits mean squared error areŷT+1 = �1T��1T YT ; vT = �11 ��1T��1T �01T : (10)In case of multivariate normal distributed YT+1 this is identical to the mo-ments given by the conditional normal distribution [Johnson(1987, p.50)].The coe�cient in front of y1 may be interpreted as the T -th partial autoco-variance.Proposition 1:The best linear 1-step ahead predictor of ŷT+1 of yT+1 in terms of the Chole-sky factors and past innovation vector ET and its mean squared error areŷT+1 = L1TET ; vT = L11L11: (11)Proof:This may be easily seen by using �T+1 = LT+1L0T+1 in the partition repre-sentation as given above, multiplying out, and replacing the �-matrices bythe corresponding expressions in terms of the L-matrices in (10). For YT useYT = LTET . 2The predictor is given by the multiplication of the last line of the Choleskymatrix by the vector (ET ; 0)0.For the generation of samples of a process with given true covariance matrixthe best linear predictor can be easily used recursively in the following way



326starting at T = 0 with v0 = �2y [cf. Hosking(1984, p.1900)]:yT+1 = �1T��1T YT +pvT �T+1; (12)where the �t are an (possibly heteroscedastic) innovation sequence.In notation of the Cholesky matrix this amounts toyT+1 = L1TET + L11�T+1: (13)This is the multiplication of the last line of LT+1 with ET+1, or more com-pactly for the whole vector YT+1, YT+1 = LT+1ET+1.An e�cient algorithm to compute the best linear predictor and its meansquared error is the Durbin-Levinson algorithm [Brockwell and Davis(1991,p.169)]. Thus the Durbin-Levinson algorithm does multiply the Cholesky ma-trix with the vector ET+1 by requiring O(T 2) ops and O(T ) storage. Moregenerally, this algorithm performs the multiplication of the Cholesky matrixof a symmetric Toeplitz matrix with any arbitrary vector. This is remarkable,since there is no procedure known for the simply structured Toeplitz matri-ces to compute the Cholesky matrix with less than O(T 3) ops and O(T 2)storage. Below we will give a derivation of an equivalent algorithm based onmatrix computations and the use of the Durbin algorithm which solves theYule-Walker equations [Golub and VanLoan(1989, p.185)].Derivation of the algorithm:The idea for the algorithm is identical to the �rst step of the recursion ofthe Trench algorithm as presented in Golub and VanLoan(1989, p.188). Forsimplicity we reformulate the problem in correlations instead of covariances,which implies �2y = 1, �T = �2yRT respectively. The �rst two moments ofyT+1 as given in (10) simplify to (Er)0R�1T YT and 1 � r0R�1T r using theproperties of Toeplitz matrices and the matrix E and the notation givenabove.R�1T+1 = � RT Er(Er)0 1 ��1 = � B vv0  � : This implies that� RT Er(Er)0 1 � � v � = � 01 � :Solving this system for v and  yields RTv = �Er from the �rst equa-tion. So v can be expressed via the solution y of the Yule-Walker equations,RT y = �r, y = �R�1T r and v = Ey.By replacing v in the second equation  can be expressed as  = 1=(1+r0y) =1=(1� r0R�1T r) .The �rst two moments of yT+1 can be then expressed in terms of y. That is:(Er)0R�1T YT = �(Ey)0YT and 1� r0R�1T r = 1= = 1 + r0y. 2



327The algorithm gives the multiplication of the Cholesky factor with anarbitrary vector. The storage requirements are those of Durbin algorithmwhich are linear. Its number of ops are O(T 2) which increases by two vectormultiplications.3 The inverse of the Cholesky factorProposition 2:The inverse Cholesky matrix is related to the Cholesky matrix of the inverseby transposing with respect to the secondary diagonal.Proof:� is positive de�nite, symmetric and persymmetric. The Cholesky decompo-sitions of � and its inverse, which is also symmetric and persymmetric, are� = AA0 and ��1 = BB0.The inversion of the �rst decomposition is ��1 = (A0)�1A�1. A;A�1 and Bare lower triangular matrices. So there is a lower triangular decompositionand an upper triangular decomposition of the same matrix.��1 = E��1E = E(A0)�1EEA�1E = (E(A0)�1E)(EA�1E) = BB0. Sincethe Cholesky decomposition is well de�ned EA�1E = B0 and, thus, A�1 =EB0E follows. 24 ComputationsAs given above generation of samples of the process (yt) may be obtainede�ciently in linear storage requirements, once the autocorrelation function isgiven. [For the calculation of the autocovariance function of fractional inte-grated processes see Sowell(1992).]If the estimation is performed via the likelihood function given in (4) theLevinson algorithm [see Marple(1987, p.87)] may be used to calculate theCholesky decomposition of ��1T , ��1T = MDM 0, and thus also the requireddeterminant. This algorithm is O(T 2) in storage and O(T 2) in ops.The resulting innovations may be calculated using the Cholesky decomposi-tion of the last iteration of the optimization procedure, Proposition 2 and (5).The linear 1- to � -step prediction (forecast) vector given YT may be cal-culated via the (estimated) residual vector and (6) - linear in storage andquadratic in ops - using the (estimated) autocovariance function.Especially in case of calculating the variance of the linear predictor, (7),Proposition 1 is very helpful since � is typically small. Multiplying LT+� bya vector with zeros and a 1 in position (T + j) picks out exactly the (T + j)-



328th column which is the column j in L�� . Without storing the intermediateresults of the multiplication of LT+� with the �rst T zeros the number ofops is O(�T 2). The storage is linear if the diagonal elements are neededonly.The procedure can be easily generalized for heteroscedastic innovations. The1's have to be replaced by the square root of the conditional variances.5 SummaryAn e�cient algorithm - O(T ) in storage and O(T 2) in ops - for multiplyingthe Cholesky factor by an arbitrary vector is presented. It may be used forgeneration of linear processes, linear prediction and calculation of the predic-tor variance.It is shown that the Cholesky factor of an inverse symmetric Toeplitz matrixis a simple function of the inverse Cholesky factor of the Toeplitz matrixitself. Thus, given the Cholesky factor of the inverse covariance matrix thenoise vector may be easily obtained.We have outlined that for the simulation of stationary processes, for esti-mation and prediction two di�erent algorithms are su�cient: the Levinsonalgorithm for calculating the Cholesky decomposition of the inverse cova-riance matrix and the algorithm giving a multiplication of a vector with theCholesky matrix of the covariance matrix. Moreover this way is also verye�cient.ReferencesBrockwell, P.J. and Davis, R.A., 1991, Time series: Theory and methods(Springer, New York).Golub, G.H. and Van Loan, Ch.F., 1989, Matrix computations, (John Hop-kins University Press, Baltimore).Hauser, M.A. and Kunst, R.M., 1993, Fractionally Integrated Models withARCH Errors, Paper presented at ESEM, Uppsala.Hosking, J.R.M., 1981, Fractional di�erencing, Biometrika, 68, 165-176.Hosking, J.R.M., 1984, Modelling persistence in hydrological time series usingfractional di�erencing, Water Resources Research, 20, 1898-1908.Johnson, M.E. 1987, Multivariate Statistical Simulation (John Wiley, NewYork).Li, W.K. and McLeod, A.I., 1986, Fractional time series modelling, Biome-trika, 73, 217-221.Marple, S.L. Jr., 1987, Digital Spectral Analysis (Prentice Hall, EnglewoodCli�s).Ray, B.K., 1993, Modeling long-memory processes for optimal long-rangeprediction, Journal of Time Series Analysis, 14, 511-526.Sowell, F., 1992,Maximumlikelihood estimation of stationary univariate frac-tionally integrated time series models, Journal of Econometrics, 53,165-188.


